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"America Is Not Made for People Who Pee"
Of course, you dear reader, probably already new that.
Pat yourself on the back for being ahead of the curve
by subscribing here. When one of the leading
columnists in the U.S. airs out the subject, millions
take notice. On March 6, 2021, Nicholas Kristof, wrote
in The New York Times,
"Sure, we need investments to rebuild bridges, highways and, yes, electrical grids,
but perhaps America’s most disgraceful infrastructure failing is its lack of public
toilets."
The op-ed piece is a laundry list of well-known facts of America's restroom
dilemma. To paraphrase just a few (apologies to Kristof):
"Japan kicks our butts when it comes to public accommodations."
"The homeless have nowhere to go."
"Overall, this situation is a threat to public health."
"Our gig and delivery infrastructure are negatively impacted."
"This affects everyone: kids, men, women, transgender." Case in point:
"In Ferguson, Mo., Walter and Ritania Rice took their children to a city park. Their
2-year-old son needed to pee, there was no toilet around, so Walter Rice took his son

behind a bush, where the Rices’ 4-year-old urinated as well. A police officer arrested
Rice for child neglect, and he was held in jail for nine hours and later found guilty
by a judge."
And so, the American Restroom Association agrees with Mr. Kristof - and we
and our "toilet" friends and allies thank you sir for supporting our calls for a
fresh look at these issues:
"So come on, President Biden! Let’s see an infrastructure plan that addresses not
only bridges and electrical grids, but also bladders and bowels."
Click the toilet illustration above to read the full op-ed.New York Times
subscription required.

The Refreshed AmericanRestroom.org site is On the Air!

Hooray! It has been a long time coming, but we've finally made a few needed
enhancements to the "backend" of our website, and while we were at it, we
gave the site a facelift. The biggest changes?
A more graphically appealing front page that makes it easier for
visitors to click directly to the issue that affects them the most.
Also, we've added a blog where we can share more up-to-the-minute
"news you can use" and provide an outlet for our world-renowned Board
members and experts.
What else can you look forward to on the site? We'll be re-organizing the
incredible amount of reference material already somewhat buried in the menu
trees to make it easier to find, adding more resource videos, and expanding
our connections to the growing number of ARA Friends and Allies. Watch this
space and let us know what you think - Contact ARA here.

Schools Update: A Breath of Fresh Air
There still is little-to-no specific language addressing
the need for clean and well-stocked school restrooms
in school re-opening plans, but at least schools are
learning during the process. One key: good ventilation.
Sarah Toy and Douglas Belkin ("Some Schools Have
Been Open for Months. Here’s What They Learned,"
WSJ; March 21, 2021) report that "Principals favor air cleaners and lunchtime
restrictions over deep cleaning and temperature checks...These methods have

been among the most effective."
ActivePure Technology is one provider of air
cleaners for schools. They shared with ARA, "CFA
Healthcare, a distributor of ActivePure products,
has long advocated for the use of our technology in
restrooms, specifically within school buildings
based on well-documented studies showing this as
an exposure risk. Unfortunately, no clients have
purchased units for use in restrooms, instead
focusing on classrooms." Now, we know it is a fact of nature that most students
will visit the restroom during the day, so that seems nonsensical for students
and staff to go from a clean environment to dirty and back to clean.
The American Restroom Association applauds school districts and schools for
testing for good airflow in classrooms but asks them not to overlook restrooms
- already hotspots for germ transmission before COVID.
Read more about our school efforts in partnership withProject CLEAN:
#WellPass - ARA's School Restroom Initiative for Grades 6-12.

A Fresh New $100 Bill Could Be Yours:
The ARA Logo Contest
While working through our website refresh (see
above) several members of the ARA Board of
Directors independently noted, "Wow, given all we stand for today, our logo
seems to be in direct opposition to where public accommodations are headed.
Does our traditional 'man | woman' logo represent that?" Therefore, we've
opened up a small crowdsourcing contest for new logo ideas. The payoff? A
cool $100. (Ok, it's not a mint, but hey we're a nonprofit!) What else can
motivate you? The accolades that come with a win, of course. A couple of key
considerations.
Please don't submit copyrighted material; it won't survive our review
anyway.
The design should clearly elicit the idea of public restrooms rather than
the residential environment.
It should be flexible enough to work with other elements that might
represent parks, stadiums, cities, schools, regulations/codes, or our other
advocacy areas.
Colors should be within or complementary to our current color palate.
Lastly, there is no money in the budget for design, so vendors offering their
services need not apply! Email submissions to media@americanrestroom.org.
The deadline is April 30, 2021. Good luck.

Now Trending:
Fresh stuff from the web and interesting items from the ARA Inbox.

CXT eXtreme Toilets
Recently CXT gave ARA the
opportunity to share info for their
presentation to the National
Recreation and Park Association.
Sometimes we wonder if our homes'
plumbing can handle "seismic loads,"
but the concrete building specialists
at CXT really mean it!
Check out their eXtreme toilets at
http://www.cxtinc.com/index.asp.

Innovation Station - Part One:
Look Ma, No Hands!
You've got to love the tagline from
UpLock's latest press release: "The
World’s Best Privacy Lock – Hands
Down"! We've all done the dance
where we try not to touch the door
handle. "Come 'on, I just washed my
hands!"
Features: manually operated; shows
clearly on the other side that it is
locked; just seven parts. The release
copy also says, "Many in our society
have been quietly annoyed with the
lack of alternatives to touching
restroom door handles - long before
COVID-19 put a spotlight on the
problem." Amen! Check it out at
www.RestroomLock.com.

Innovation Station - Part Two
Speaking of No Hands - Thrislington Cubicles from Bobrick
Click through to watch this new touchless and fully private offering from
the Thrislington division of Bobrick. I feel calmed already! (30 sec.)

Please note: The ARA makes no endorsement, representation, or warranty of any non-ARA information, service, or product detailed in this publication. All
content is strictly offered in an informational capacity and readers are strongly urged to conduct their own evaluations of each. No direct compensation was
provided for placement.

Watch this space for more innovations for both consumer and commercial applications.
Have a new solution? Contact us!

See what's happening and follow the ARA on our social sites:
Instagram now on air!

Office Hours: Monday - Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ET
800-247-3864 or 443-315-5250
getinfo@americanrestroom.org

About American Restroom Association (ARA): a nonprofit founded in 2004,
ARA advocates for the availability of clean, safe, and well-designed public
restrooms. Accomplishments include successfully advocating for enforcement
of and revisions to the International Plumbing Code, congressional testimony
on gender equity in public restrooms in US Federal Buildings, and representing
the USA in educating international audiences at Summits and Conferences of
the World Toilet Organization (WTO). ARA brings together an independent and
multidisciplinary team from architecture, engineering, education, academia, and
social work. Learn more at https://americanrestroom.org/.
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